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The Fox does not Bark

The Fox is silent!
Because of a screw-up

on the part of the printer /
publisher one half of this edition

was put to bed without
benefit of the wisdom

of the Fox.
This space is left blank so we can
pause and give memory to he who

gave so much to so many!
The next page carries his words

of wisdom in that issue!
HAK

...
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The Fox Barks
Holidays a fond spot in the memory pool,

dreams of the riding weather ahead, we may find
it a bit hard to get motivated. Hard reality --
there are some items we should attend now, or
rather soon.  Naw, not the wrenching nor new rig
sort of thing, but where are we going to take that
old or new rig, and when is that event.

Some can still set vacation times; others
have had to choose already, or have had the
choice made for us by the boss. Naturally, we
hope the USCA is right up there at the top of
your list. Then, there all the other weekend
rallies or campouts or other activities in the state
or region or somewhere wa-a-ay out there way
out there that we can only dream of.

There are also those select folk who have
the privilege of putting on an event for the rest of
us. Be it large or small, events require some
extended lead time. There are the dates to select,
the site to contact, a multitude of other matters to
arrange or delegate. In there somewhere is, Who
To Invite?

The sponsoring group, naturally. But don't
most of us want to share our efforts and fun with
still others? Therefore we pass the word.

The savvy old timers already have the date
and place arranged, and maybe even have the
word out. If you would like non-member attend-
ees, getting the word out is important, and
getting it out well in advance for early planning
for attendance means doing it rather soon.

Bike magazines usually require 90 day lead
time; a quarterly like HACK'D needs more than
that. Why so much time? They want it. For a
listing, send them a sheet, with the sponsor
name, title of the event (3rd Annual -- --), charity
if any, date(s) and day(s) of week, where it'll be,
cost if any, major events. Leave space between
the lines; and type or print clearly. Include a
name, address, phone or other info if they want
it. They prefer not to pick the data off a flyer:.

If your event is near a large city, try to get a
listing in the events column of the newspaper.
Same 90 day lead time, same info, same style.

They may not use it -- their option. Some radio
or TV stations will run such public information
notices -- same lead time or more. For all an-
nouncements send to "Event Announcement" or
it might get lost on someone's desk, or worse.

Newsletters, the SIDECARIST (only side-
car club events), and some publications will take
flyers. Whatever you do with your handout
copies, send the publication companies only
black & white copies -- colored ink or colored
paper may not copy well, and the flyer will be
pitched, or it look ratty if they do run it.

Every year a few excellent flyers come my
way, several decent ones, and some plain lousy
ones. Good quality is not expensive. The master
should be white paper with black ink. Black is
simply that -- not a darkish grey. If you type it
(including computers), use a fairly new ribbon --
not a brand new one, because it is blotchy. If you
use markers, make a few lines on a sheet of
paper, check the next day to see that is has not
bled -- or has smudgy edges.

Flyers are often copied again for friends --
and again for other friends. These "generations"
can do awful things to the flyer text as it was but
marginal to start with. Copiers use a photo-
graphic process. No photograph does well with
both heavy and light lines. Stay in the medium
range; avoid "skips" in the lines.

Include a map -- I may want to come but
haven't the foggiest where "Brown's fluid" is.
Include enough major roads so distant people can
get to the area. The lettering should be large
enough to read well. And remember the contact
name, address, phone.

Enjoy all your adventures (write them up for
Bob?); best wishes to event hosts -- wish I could
make them all!
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Expo
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Lean-out
Ever get the feeling that the deck is stacked against

you? That's the way October seemed. I had shipped the
November-December issue early in the month, and the
desert heat was forecast to break. Well, I got a bit
worked up over that because I enjoy the desert and it
had been a HOT summer, meaning the last time I had
visited the desert was back in early May.

If the truth be know, I don't do all of my three
wheeling with a sidecar... I have a couple of ATCs. With
the cooler forecast, I figured to load one and some
camping gear in my old VW bus, and go enjoy myself.

Obstacle number one was when the VW bus
battery went dead, or nearly enough that I didn't want to
chance it for a desert trip. So I went out and bought a
new battery, got it installed and got ready to pack up.

That's when I found out why the weather was
going to cool off in the desert. They posted a high wind
warning for 35-45 mph winds and gusts to 55 mph.
Actually, I think I heard it got up to 60 mph out there.
It's no fun to camp in wind like that, let alone try and
drive a '61 VW bus in it. So, the trip got scrubbed at the
last minute.

Instead of going to the Griffith Park Sidecar Rally,
the following weekend, I got sick. Actually, aside from
feeling lousy with some kind of intestinal flu bug, it was
nearly humorous.

The previous weekend, I had figured I had better
get a new battery in the rig, which I went to the trouble
to do. Then I actually cleaned and polished it a bit, got it
out to stir up the oil and then go gas it and have it ready
for the 150 mile trip up to Griffith. This was all suppos-
ing that I was just going to run up on Sunday, stay a few
hours, then head back home.

So, there I had a relatively clean, polished, gassed
rig in the garage, "ready to go". Until a couple of
evenings later, when the phone goes off and a camping
chum is all worked up and wants to camp on saturday
night... and has all ready gone to the effort to line up a
few other people.

Had it just been the two of us, I might have turned
him down, but I figured what the heck, so I said OK and
we agreed to do our usual camp cooking: I'd take care of
dinner and he'd take care of breakfast.

Packing camping gear is not the simple thing it
might seem. When you have been using two of your
other solo bikes for camping, plus have been off
camping in your truck, plus have run around on test
bikes camping, your gear gets divided up and takes a
while tolocate, check and re-provision, organize and
re-pack in a sidecar mode. I finally got all of this
accomplished, plus got up to the store and purchased
dinner provisions. All that remained, on the final day
before leaving, was to load up the coolers with ice,
food and drinks.

The dinner menu had started out with my basic
steak and baked potatos, until I got past the ad for ten
pounds of potatoes for 590 and got to the one for
whole chickens at 390 per pound. That's when the
menu changed to BBQ chicken a la foil. I charged up
to the store and grabbed a four and a half pound bird,
after making sure I had the necessary aluminum foil,
garlic powder, BBQ sauce, pepper and onions.

The idea had been to clean up the bird, stuff it
with onions, then dust it with garlic and pepper, slop
up the entire works with BBQ sauce, then wrap the
works up in three layers of foil, sealed as tightly as
possible.

Transported to camp on ice, a home-brew
charcoal stove would be set up, then the chicken
slowly cooked for 45 minutes per pound. I'd figured
out the time, figured out the needed charcoal and had
everything ready to pack in the hack.

Up at Griffith, the afternoon cooking process
would only require turning the bird every ten minutes,
which would be ideal for something to do and leave
plenty of time for discussing sidecars, as well as
watching the various other rigs arrive.

Yup, everything was nearly ready again, and then
the flu bug hit. The ready to go rig, stayed in the
garage. The food and drinks stayed in the refrigerator. I
stayed on the couch, covered and fighting chills, trying
to doze through old John Wayne movies.

Top that off with the fact that the guy I was
hoping would cover the event, didn't make it either!
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Rally
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Letters
Letters should be addressed to the SIDE-

CARIST, P.O. Box 191, Lakeside, CA 92040. All
letters are subject to editing for space consider-
ations and clarity.

Rear Tire Survey.
Dear Editor

I had a letter in the July-August issue
requesting information from USCA members
about rear motorcycle tire wear, when using a
sidecar.

To date, I have received five replies, and
would like to ask for member input again.

I need information about the brand, model
and size tire and how many miles they have been
giving users.

I also need some basic information as to
what kind of motorcycle/sidecar it is and the type
of driving done, ie, city, highway, hard, easy, etc.

My e-mail addresses are America-Online-
Sidecar and CompuServe-73652,2202.416

Ken Hansen #5063, 1400 Rt. 321, Elbridge,
NY 13060

Help Wanted For AMA Club.
Dear Editor

Interested in helping our Wisconsin Sidecar-
ists group become a full fledged AMA member
club, please contact me about becoming a charter
member of the Wisconsin Sidecarists Club.

Allen Schultz #950, S.30, W.29455, Will-
iams Way, Waukesha, WI 53188

1995 USCA National Rally.
Dear Editor

The USCA 1995 National Rally dates are
Tuesday the 27 through Thursday the 29 of June.

Everyone is very welcome to come early
and stay beyond the actual Rally dates, however,
the 4th of July weekend starts on Friday, and

most all of the camp grounds and motels "block
in" that holiday weekend. That means you may
be asked to pay for the whole weekend even if
you only plan on staying for an extra day or two.

The National Rally location is Eagle Flats
Campground, Wisconsin Dells, WI. Eagle Flats
campground is located at the intersection of
County Highway "J" and U.S. Highway 12/16,
approximately one-quarter mile west of 1-90/94
exit number 85, and about four miles northwest
of down town Wisconsin Dells.

The campground is owned and operated by
Ken and Jean Dodge who have opened their
hearts and campground to motorcyclists and
motorcycle rallies for many years.

Allen Schultz #950 Waukesha, Wisconsin

[Note: An error was made in listing
Schultz's address in the last issue. The full
correct addressis: S.30 W.29455, Williams Way,
Waukesha, WI 53188.

Mail has apparently been returned when it
does not include the "Williams Way". Al may be
called between 6:00-9:00p.m. Central Time at
(414)968-2092 ed.]

SSP In Missouri.
Dear Editor

The SSP will be available on an ongoing
basis at Forest Park Community College, in St.
Louis (314)644 9175.

The next scheduled class is Saturday, May
13, 1995.

For further information, we can be con-
tacted at the numbers below. When using the
FAX number, please call us and let us know one
is being sent since Office Depot will not call us
when one is received.

Gene and Bonnie Pettit, #3520, SSP Instruc-
tors, 1565 Central Pkwy., Florissant, MO 63031,
(314)838-7010, (314)344-9976 FAX
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Letters..
National Handicapped
Motorcyclist Association.
Dear Editor

I finally got in contact with the National
Handicapped Motorcyclist Association, which is
managed by Bob Nevola and has a new address:

Bob Nevola, NHMA, 315 W. 21st St. (6F),
New York, NY 10011.

Bob seems to have been having some
growing pains with the organization and people
trying to contact him would make it much easier
on him if they included a self-addressed, stamped
#10 envelope so he could send information about
the organization.

Wayne Marsula #5272 Escondido, CA
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Campout

By Marilyn McManus
We joined the staff of HACK'D Magazine

in the hills of West Virginia, to "experience the
camaraderie of like-minded sidecarists", July 2-
4, 1994. There were no pins, no patches, and no
charge for admission. The rally was approxi-
mately six miles north of Buckhannon, West
Virginia, down a gravel road. This was the third
annual HACK'D Rally, Jim, Chris and Jessica
Dodson have hosted.

My husband Jim, daughter Dori and I, left
Jamestown, New York, at about 4:30p.m. friday
afternoon and headed down the hills of Pennsyl-
vania to Art Massey's home in Dubois. On the
way, we saw a car parked in the road; a lady was
pointing at something -- a black bear standing on
his hind legs! Wow! We don't see a black bear in
the wild often, and he looked over five feet tall!

We arrived at Art's in time for a delicious
cook out of chicken kabobs, fresh corn on the

Steve and June by their sidecar, Chris Dodson's sister sitting and daughter standing,
at Independence Rally.

HACK'D JULY 4th WEEKEND

cob, beans and a whole bunch of tasty dishes.
Art's wife Carol, and daughter Cari, really know
how to put on a "spread"! Art's house was full
with his sister-in-law and her family, his mother-
in-law, and friends visiting. We had a pleasant
evening.

The next morning, Art, Jim Dori and I, left
Dubois and headed for West Virginia via Rt. 119.
We had decided to avoid 1-79 and take 119,
which goes all the way to Buckhannon. What a
road! The scenery was beautiful, but after many,
many 15-25 mph curves, we decided 1-79 would
be OK. Outside of Morgantown, West Virginia,
we took the interstate to Buckhannon.

We set up camp at the Zicklefoose Camp-
ground, mainly for the convenience of flush
toilets, running water, electricity and showers.
We weren’t the only sidecarists as Harry Walters
of Pittsburgh, had arrived a day ahead of us.
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Around suppertime we arrived at the
HACK'D Ranch. A healthy fire was burning.
Chris was preparing the table for supper; Jim
barbequed chicken on the open fire. The dinner
was good and plenty!

We had a good time chatting with friends
and meeting new ones. Chris' sister from Oregon,
arrived with her three daughters. Steve and June
Clark, pulled in from Long Island, New York, --
an eleven and a half hour trip in one day. Ryan
and Rita, from Kentucky, were there (we chatted
with them the prior week at the USCA National
in Michigan).

Sunday morning we got together for break-
fast at a local diner featuring home cooking at
reasonable prices.

After a leisurely meal, we separated. Some
left so they could be home on the Fourth of July;
some went on an hour ride on West Virginia back
roads, with Jim Dodson; some just relaxed. Steve
and June Clark, and Dori and I, took a two hour
drive to the Smoke Hole Caverns and viewed the

Campout..
HACK'D JULY 4th WEEKEND..

Marilyn McManus' 1500 Goldwing/California Friendship SE sidecar and
Steve Clark's Harley and sidecar on the way to Seneca Rocks, WV.

Seneca Rocks. We hit a couple of heavy rain
showers, but the HACKIE) Ranch remained dry
all day.

The four of us returned at 6:00p.m. The kids
(young and old) were having a good time driving
a go-cart, Chris' sisters' boyfriend brought, and a
motorcycle with a sidecar frame (?) Jim created.
Jim made homemade black raspberry ice cream
with an old-fashioned crank freezer.

Jim, Chris and Jessica are very hospitable
people and genuinely friendly. Jim held an
auction, 50/50 drawing and assorted raffles to
raise funds to improve the road, and for future
showers, etc.

Art, Jim, Dori and I, met Steve and June
Clark at 8:00a.m. and rode together for a while.
We stopped at a Shoneys for their breakfast
buffet. We must have chatted quite a while,
because we didn't get on the road again until
11:00a.m.

If you'd like an enjoyable adventure out in
the wilds of West Virginia, join the HACK’D
group next year.
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Rally

By Ed Johnson
For almost 20 years, the Kentucky Travelers

Motorcycle Club, Harley mounted, have hosted the
Land Between The Lakes Rally. This year the dates
were May 19-22, 1994.

The hallmark of this rally is "friendliness".
You are welcomed graciously by the hosting group,
other rally participants, the local population, and
even the police go out of the way to put on a
friendly face.

The great depression public works program,
Tennessee Valley Authority, known as the TVA,
created this scenic beauty of man made lakes. The
area is spectacular in beauty, with rolling hills,
curving well-kept roads, and cleanliness prevails.

LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES RALLY

R.L. and Marilyn Irwin, members of the Central Arkansas Sidecar Association,
attended the Land Between The Lakes Rally.

Controlling flooding, and furnishing hydro-electric
power was the goal of the TVA. This they suc-
ceeded in doing, and at the same time, creating an
unequaled vacation area.

R.L. and Marilyn Irwin, attended the Land
Between The Lakes Rally. They are members of the
Central Arkansas Sidecar Association. Their goal is
to have as little formality as possible, in their
sidecar club. "Only women can be officers, because
they get something done".

The Hannigan Sidecar Company had an
impressive exhibit. They displayed their Astro
Sport on a Harley-Davidson and their Astro 2+2 on
the ultimate Goldwing 6.
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Rally..
LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES RALLY..

Hannigan display at the Land Between the Lakes Rally included (above) their Astro Sport with
a width of 39 inches, hip room of 29 inches and trunk capacity of 10 cu. ft.

Astro 2+2 at 45 inches width, has 34 inches of hip room and 14 cu. ft. of trunk capacity.
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S/C Manufacturer
HANNIGAN VISIT

By Spencer Bennett
While on my way to Indianapolis, in July,

1993, I happened to be going through Murray,
Kentucky, and decided to stop in and see the
Hannigan Fairing Co., Ltd. The Hannigans had
recently relocated to Murray, from Canada, and
are located on Highway 641, just south of Mur-
ray, KY..

I arrived to find Dave right in the middle of
an installation of one of his Astro Sport sidecars
on a BMW K-100 RT, owned by Ron Gwynron,
of Redding, Pennsylvania. The installation was
going very well, using the Hannigan manufac-
tured subframe, and looked to be a very clean
hook up.

The Hannigans currently manufacturer and
install the Astro Sport and Astro 2+2 sidecars,
with the only difference being that the 2+2 is six
inches wider and six inches taller. They have
examples of both units on display in their show-
room and the finish and detail seem excellent.

Spencer Bennett's GL1200/Cal I rig in front of the Hannigan showroom in Murray, Kentucky.

Dave is also working on a leading link front
end for BMWs and Yamahas and had hopes to
have it ready to go by January, 1994. The proto-
type on display at the showroom looked very
clean and should certainly prove to be an im-
provement over the stock units on these ma-
chines. He told me he has no plans to develop
one for Goldwings, but that could change.

While I could not stay long enough to see
the installation completed on the K-100, I did see
it later on at the BMW Motorcycle Owner's

Association National Rally, and it really
turned out nice! A good looking, well matched
combination is a delight to see, and the
Hannigan/K-100 RT was certainly just that.

Dave and Ruth Ann Hannigan were very
nice to a "drop in", especially in the middle of an
installation. Their business exudes a family
atmosphere and a feeling that they are really glad
to see you. If you are near Murray, Kentucky, it is
definitely worth your time to visit their show-
room and see how nice their sidecars really are.
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S/C Manufacturer..
HANNIGAN VISIT..

Yamaha Venture w/Astro Sport and prototype leading link front end, displayed in the
Hannigan showroom.

All installations at Hannigan are inspected
and approved by the shop dog -- who refused

to be interviewed for this article due to
workload -Astro Sport/K-100 installation w/

Dave Hannigan in background.

Good view of the Hannigan
workshop, showing Astro Sport/K-100

installation in progress -- unlike many shops --
customers seem to be welcome to watch.

Left: Side view of "Astro Sport"/K-100 RT
installation.
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Rally
54th STURGIS RALLY

By Bob Anderson
Statistics indicate that Sturgis was up about

17% in attendance over 1993, placing the esti-
mate at 175,000-200,000 motorcyclists. It would
also seem that more sidecars were present, as I
wandered around.

Ural America and the Hannigan Sidecar
folks, both had exhibits inside the Community
Center, while California Sidecar had a display in
the parking lot. Official records indicated 522
vendors and exhibitor licenses sold.

43,078 motorcyclists registered at the
official registration sites, with Minnesota motor-
cyclists leading the U.S. registrations by state.
1,837 Canadians registered and the 166 German
registrations led overseas sign, ins from a total of
45 countries.

Why does South Dakota welcome this
annual event? The projected direct financial
influx for the 1994 Rally and Races was between
$137 and $152 million of new money which into
the State during this period.
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Rally..
54th STURGIS RALLY..
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Rally..
54th STURGIS RALLY..

Sturgis is a time to sit in your favorite chair and do some serious talking about motorcycling
and touring. Many attendees don't let physical handicaps keep them from the gathering.

California Sidecar spokesperson answers questions about assembling a convertible top
on one of their display models.
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Rally..
54th STURGIS RALLY..

Richard Klamfoth was National Number 2
with his Norton and won many races from

1949 through 1959. He was the largest Honda
dealer in the U.S. in 1964-1965.

At least two of these H-D Evolution-powered
trikes were cruising around Sturgis.

The Hall of Fame Induction Breakfast saw
several rigs show up.

1994 Hall of Fame inductees included the late
Dudley Perkins Sr., well known board track

racer, hill climber and founder of the San
Francisco H-D dealership that bears his name.

Accepting the honor was Dudley Perkins Jr.
The late George J. Smith Sr., founded SAS
Cycle, well known for high performance
parts. Smith was also known as the "Fuel

Wizard". George Smith Jr. accepted.

J.R. Kelley (r. in photo), founded KK
Motorcycle Supply and also promoted races

plus racers such as Gary Nixon and Gary
Scott. Kelly was AMA president in 1971-1973.
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M/C Run
BATHTUB DERBY - A DIFFERENT TIME

By Ed Johnson
Back in the late 40s, the Highway Ramblers

Motorcycle Club of Chicago, used to sponsor a
Bathtub Derby. It took place the first week in
February, and used to attract over 50 sidecars
each year.

Generally speaking, we used to put our
sidecars on about the middle of November, and
take them off for the first solo ride in March. You
see, we did not have a car and a motorcycle as
we do today, although some may have had both
in rare instances. Our motorcycle was our only
means of transportation.

Bruce Joy and son Sean, with K100/Hedingham. Bruce is instructor for MSF, USCA, SSP.

I continued this tradition of the Bathtub
Derby, laying out a run for the Tri-City Motor-
cycle Club, when Marilyn and I moved to
Moline, Illinois, using the same format that I had
learned from the Chicago club. Our friends from
the Chicago Eagles Motorcycle Club, fellow
sidecarists, drove down  from Chicago, on their
rigs, slept on the floor Saturday night at our
home, and rode the next day. And after the run,
rode back to Chicago. This was winter, mind
you! In particular, I remember Wayne Pierce and
his partner, driving down from De Kalb, Illinois,
traversing the 100 mile course and returning to
De Kalb, that late afternoon. He is the present
Harley-Davidson dealer in De Kalb.
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M/C Run..
BATHTUB DERBY - A DIFFERENT TIME..

SEPTEMBER 4, 1994 NABYS
RESTAURANT PLAINFIELD, ILLINOIS

Forty entrants, solo and sidecar, participated
in the 1994 Bathtub Derby. This is a timed AMA
road run, but also includes a poker run.

What started out as a sole sidecar event, had
to be opened to solo riders, as attendance by
sidecars was slim. The Shower Derby began for
the solo riders. As a timed road run, it did not
attract that many riders, even after we invited the
solo riders into the event. We now offer a poker
run in conjunction.

The high point trophy winner in the Bathtub
Derby, this year, was a repeat winner and gets to
keep the traveling trophy another year. His name,
Carl Heinicke, Harley/Harley. 1st Place, Jim
Gribbin, Honda Goldwing/Hannigan. 2nd Place,
Mitch Kozel, BMW/EML. 3rd Place, Howard
Fried, Honda Goldwing/Hitchhiker.

Al "Squiggy" Blacconeri, instructor for MSF, USCA, SSP, is a professional clown.
He served as a checker for the Bath Tub Derby.

The high point trophy winner in the Shower
Derby, this year, was Mike Kneebone. (When
asked, Mike said yes, this was easier than going
to the Arctic Circle.) 1st Place, John McCadden.
2nd Place, Doug Young. 3rd Place, The Reverend
Gary Mestek.

Poker run winners: 1st Place, $50, Pattie
Winkler. 2nd Place, $30, Ed Johnson (donated to
the USCA Sidecar Safety Program). 3rd Place,
$20, John Petro.

Pathfinder Jim Fousek, laid out a beautiful
84 mile course. Our clerk, of course, Donna
Fousek. Poker run, Terry and Becky Strassen-
burg. Checkers, Ed Otto, Charlie and Barbara
Hall, Al Roach, Al and Chris Blacconeri.

Registration, Marilyn and Jeanine Johnson.
AMA referee, Ed Johnson and Joe Buchholz.
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M/C Run..
BATHTUB DERBY - A DIFFERENT TIME..

Left to right, Solo
Class winners,
Ron Gardner

with recognition
plaque (last

year's winner of
the Shower

Derby), Rev Gary
Mestek, and Jack

McCadden.

Left to right,
Sidecar Class

winners, Howard
Fried, Mitch
Kozel, Jim
Gribbin.

Carl Heinicke (left), High
Point Sidecar Class, holds one of the traveling

trophies.
Mike Kneebone, High Point Solo Class, displays the

other trophy.
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M/C Run..
BATHTUB DERBY - A DIFFERENT TIME..

Below: Jim Rubens, USCA
Historian, recording events as
he has for all 19 years that the

association has been in
existence.

Expectant mother, Evelyn Walano, drove this sidecar in the run with her daughter, and the son
of Michelle Stanley, the others in the picture.

Left: Poker run winners,
Pattie Winkler and Ed

Johnson.
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‘tec Report
By Alan Huntzinger

Now that summer is past,
it is time to think about winter
riding. We don't get much snow,
but it is run to ride there some-
times.

I built these motorcycle
chains for use last year at the
Black Forest. They worked
great.

Cost was minimal. They
are made from nylon packing
straps, usually available free
from a motorcycle dealer. (They
throw them out when unpack-
ing a new bike.) The metal
cross links are from old car
chains. The links are threaded
on the packing straps and stay
centered by centrifugal force.
Straps secure to the spokes to
prevent turning. They are
shown on my 15 inch on a
BMW, with virtually no clear-
ance next to the driveshaft.
Straps were cut shorter after the
pictures were taken.

Chains worked on both ice
and snow. Each chain is
strapped around the tire sepa-
rately. I used five, but more
could be added for additional
traction.

[Reprinted by permission
from the Sierra Pacific Sidecar-
ists newsletter, compliments of
Alan Huntzinger, USCA West-
ern Regional Director and
editor for the SPS newsletter.]

NOTE: I have used motor-
cycle tire chains similar to
described.  They were commer-
cial back in the 1970s. - HAK

CHAINS ON A BIKE?
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SSP

By Ed Johnson
The USCA SSP class of

August 13, 1994, took place at
the College of Du Page, in Glen
Ellyn, Illinois.

Certificates of Completion were
awarded to:

Brian Baker, Des Plaines, IL

Matt Bezark, Chicago, IL;

Anne Burwell, Plainfield, IL

Richard Goudarzi, Oak Park, IL

Brent Hurlburt, Clinton, IA

Peter Merfeld, Charles City, IA

Eric Mohlmann, Crystal Lake, IL

James Moore, Oak Park, IL

Jay Pfeilsticker, Monee, IL

Dan Watkins, Chicago, IL

Frank Wilson, Bollingbrook, IL

Instructors were: Jim Fousek,
Range; Ed Johnson,

Classroom; Kurt
Liebhaber, rigging.

COLLEGE DU PAGE - UNITED SIDECAR ASSOCIATION
SIDECAR SAFETY PROGRAM
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Advt
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Rally
23rd GRIFFITH PARK RALLY

By Doug Bingham - October 22-23, 1994, the Griffith Park Sidecar Rally in Los Angeles, CA

Jim and Star Hastie with their Honda CX500/
Bingham Mk-1 rig;

Tom Ridyard the crash dummy and yours
truly (which one is the dummy?);

A Honda 1500 with homebuilt sidecar;

The entry to the rally with the T-shirt tent run by Dee Doan,  at the left, and
Fred Hidalgo's "ambulance" sidecar in the center.

Wayne Marsula and his BMW GS/
Sidestrider custom off road rig.
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Rally..
23rd GRIFFITH PARK RALLY..

Dan Doyle with his Honda GL/Watsonian
Oxford rig, exit the rally.

A general view of people enjoying a picnic and looking around at the various rigs.

The Leading Links Moto-Cross Sidecar Racing
club had a display. Club secretary: Richard

Myers at (909) 941-6410,
or TGT Cycle Works, 210 W. Oilfield St.,

Lancaster, CA, 93534, (805) 723-7732.
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Road Test

Article and photos by Bob Anderson
If you've followed our reportage of the

Russian Ural marque, then you'll remember our
most recent article which appeared in January of
this year. It summed up many of the early release
details of the motorcycle-sidecar combination as
it was poised to be introduced to the American
market.

In this, our first real road test of the bike
with sidecar, MCN contributing editor David
Hough and I started by picking up the rig at the
Bellevue, Washington, facility of Ural America.
President Bob Gerend was on hand to give us a
quick run through of operation before we were
off.

David would act as a swap-off pilot as well
as guide, and promptly got the test under way by
leading me on the Ural rig toward Seattle. As
part of our shakedown, he took me through the
tunnels of I-90 and just about every hill and
traffic snarl he could find downtown. Then we
ran the machines onto a ferry and headed for the
Olympic Peninsula.

RUBLE ROUSER (Russian) Ural IMI 8.103-40A
Reprinted from the October 1994, MCN, by permission.

Admittedly,
we don't
know what to
make of the
designation
IMZ 8.103-
40A, but the
Ural
motorcycle/
sidecar
combos have
landed in
America and
made it
through
complex EPA
approvals.

From this point we wandered about on
wonderful back roads as only David knows,
having lived in the area all his life.
Riding Impression

Operating a Ural is similar to most motor-
cycles, but with a few exceptions. Controls are
laid out in a standard manner, but over on the
right handlebar is an empty place where the
headlight on/off switch was previously—prior to
its "Americanization."

Out on the left headlight support is the
ignition lock/switch, and set into the instrument
panel are a speedometer with mph and kph
calibration, and an odometer and reset trip meter,
which read in kilometers instead of miles.
Around the speedometer are indicator lights for
neutral, high beam, generator operation and turn
indicators.

Behind the handlebar is the adjustment
knob for the steering damper, which runs through
the steering head and is a friction-type, familiar
to many of us who rode motorcycles a generation
ago. Down on the side of the steering head is a
fork lock for securing the rig.
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RUBLE ROUSER (Russian) Ural..

On the left side is a heel-toe shifter which
shifts the transmission in a standard one-down,
three-up pattern. The real difference here though,
is that a rider does not simply nudge a toe under
the lever for upshifting, unless they have a
stronger toe than mine, but rather uses the heel
part of the shifter, and with a hefty stomp at that.

To clear the left carburetor and air box hose,
your foot needs to be purposefully cocked toe-
out just to get your heel into the area where the
heel part of the shifter is. For the first day or so,
it was different enough to require looking down
to see what one was doing.

The kick starter is also on the left side,
pivoting out and down, and has the old "W"
signature. The official starting position of this
kickstartonly bike was to stand up on the passen-
ger footpeg with the right foot, grab the handle-
bars and throttle, then kick with the left foot.

For cold starts, a choke lever is available
near the left carburetor air intake duct. When
turned counter-clockwise to the up position, an
internal sleeve closes off the air passage. With a
one-third open throttle, the engine usually fires
by the second kick, then the choke lever needs to
be fully opened and the engine warmed a minute
or two. When warm, the engine usually fires on
the first kick, and with a bit of practice, this can
be accomplished while sitting on the machine.

Peculiar differences begin taking place on
the right (sidecar side) of the motorcycle. The
rear brake lever is where it should be, but a tab
extends outward that engages a lever on the
sidecar frame that in turn runs through some
linkage to operate the sidecar brake. The effect
lessens the push that a sidecar usually imparts on
a motorcycle when stopping without a sidecar
wheel brake.

To the right rear of the transmission case is
a peculiar little lever sticking out with a ball
fitting on the end. This is the reverse gear lever
and also serves as a neutral finder. Pull in the

Road Test..

clutch, move the lever toward the rear and
reverse is engaged. Move the lever forward and
reverse is disengaged and the transmission
automatically placed into neutral.

Even at the end of a week of riding the Ural,
neutral was next to impossible to find. The trick
seemed to be to shift up to second, then ease
down into neutral, but using reverse never failed.

Old world charm?
By modern standards, the Ural brakes are

nothing to rave about. However, in real world
terms, they work. The first test the drum brakes
received was on the very steep streets of Seattle.
This was without a passenger, but with a fully
loaded bike. Heavy pressure was required on the
pedal and lever, and although some cable stretch
was felt, the brakes stopped and held.

This brings up the next oddity of the Ural
combo, which is its parking brake. For U.S.
certification, a parking brake was required and
since the factory didn't have one, a simple device
was invented.

Down on the right side of the frame is a
triangular knob. It is the parking brake. Depress
the rear brake pedal, push the knob down and
rotate it 90 degrees counterclockwise, and an
adjustable bolt and locknut engage the rear of the
brake lever assembly, holding it depressed. To
release it, depress the brake lever, twist the knob
90 degrees clockwise and a spring returns it
upward. A tab and groove prevent it from acci-
dentally being engaged.

Running a strange motorcycle always makes
me suspicious about touring range, until I figure
out the odometer error, actual fuel consumption
and the fuel capacity. Since this test bike was
delivered with a new approved speedometer
fitted, and about ten miles on this tank of gas, I
tended to be a bit cautious about how far the
machine was run on the first tank.
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Road Test..
RUBLE ROUSER (Russian) Ural..

David didn't help the situation either, as he
doesn't keep track of his bike's mileage and had
just swapped a speedometer off another BMW
and wasn't sure of its accuracy. Top that off with
the fact that Gerend mentioned that hardly any
reserve existed, and that he had run out of gas
once and all he could fit in the 5 gallon tank were
4.6 gallons.

We tanked up the machines with what I
thought was 138.3 miles showing on the
tripmeter, and put in just short of 4.2 gallons,
without hitting reserve. Then we headed for an
overnight, noting quite a difference in the
tripmeter readings between the two machines,
but not knowing which one was in error.

The next morning we would be headed into
the Olympic National Forest via some dirt roads.
Prior to doing this, we checked the oil level. The
manual didn't say whether this was to be done
with the dipstick screwed in or not, so we split
the difference and added one-half a quart just to
be sure.

The Ural did very well through the entire
workout. Its advantage was that in dead-end
situations, you could put it in reverse and back
out, unlike David, who did a bit more work.

David's BMW has a $2000 Unit leading link
front end, while the Ural's leading link front end
was stock and included in the cost of the combo.
The similarities didn't end there, though. Both
rigs seemed to steer just as easy. The contest
stopped short when it came to power, but then
the BMW did have quite a displacement advan-
tage.

The Ural had been running good that morn-
ing until we hit the pavement of Highway 101.
With the speedometer indicating between 50-
55mph, the bike seemed sluggish then felt
strained, then started to run rough and pop a bit.
Was it possibly going on reserve? Easy enough to
find out by turning into the first gas station.
Nope. Only 2.5 gallons went in and, on restart-

ing, the same popping was taking place, while
dark smoke belched out of the muffler.

Out came the tool kit, then two very sooted-
up spark plugs. It was obviously running rich.
Was it the altitude? Probably not, as we were
only at 3000 feet. Was it the air cleaner and all
the dust? Possibly. Off came the filter assembly.
It hardly had enough dust to effect any

thing. But there was a lot of oil in the air
cleaner assembly. Did it belong there, or had we
over-filled the machine with oil that was then
pumped out the breather tube and into the air
filter?

No telling at this point. We drained out
some oil, reassembled the filter, put in a clean set
of plugs and hit the road again—with the Ural
running fine. A few miles down the pavement,
the same symptoms started again. We pulled off,
got out the tools, pulled a plug and found sooting
again. Strong evidence of an overly rich condi-
tion.

Being a bit concerned and not knowing
exactly what was going on, I declined any further
dirt road exploration and headed south. The
farther the machine ran on the pavement, the
better it seemed to do. While I had intended to
stay off the Interstate and use back roads, by the
time we reached Olympia, the decision was
made to try the Interstate and see how things
went.

Things went well, in Ural style that is,
which is to say the rig felt very comfortable
holding a cruise of 50-5 f mph, or an honest 50
mph by the stopwatch and mile posts. Consider-
ing the fact that the rig is only rated at having a
top speed of 60 mph, that wasn't so bad.

Traffic wasn't bad that day, but the Ural was
kept in the slow lane and plodded right along.

Later, we would realize that in spite of
being approved, the odometer and tripmeter were
calibrated for kilometers, with about a 6 percent
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negative error. Add in that 6 percent and it
worked out to 1.62 kilometer per mile, instead of
the indicated 1.5.

The next day, the Ural did passenger duty
out to Astoria, Oregon, on some back roads
seeming to do just fine, until the rear tire went
flat. An inspection showed that some kind of
circlip was embedded in the tread, puncturing the
tube. Not to worry, there was the spare on the
back of the sidecar. With the help of a couple
pieces of 2x4, the machine was placed on its
centerstand which allowed ample clearance for
removing the rear wheel.

Tire changing is straight forward, even if the
manual did leave out how to remove the spare. It
turned out that a tool in the toolkit unscrews the
spare tire's cap allowing it to be lifted off the
trunk. A cotter pin needs to be removed on the
driveshaft side of the bike, then an axle nut and a
washer and a bolt and nut on the left swingarm.
The axle pulls out and the wheel can be slid a bit
to free it of the final drive coupling splines. The
spare, which interchanges with any of the wheels
on the rig, fit right on. The axle and nuts and
bolts were reinstalled and all that remained to be
done was fix the flat.

The parts list specifies that a spare tube is
included, but this machine didn't have one. It did
have two tire irons, a decent sized air pump, an
air gauge and patch kit.

The next day, the Ural made a loop down
the Washington side of the Columbia River to
Long Beach and Oysterville. Part of the plan was
to attempt to run the machine onto reserve and
then out of fuel, yet close enough to a town with
a gas station to be able to get there on a back-up
quart. After what seemed like way too many
miles, and the bike not

yet on reserve, caution dictated filling up
prior to hitting a 40 mile stretch devoid of gas
stations. It took 4.88 gallons, indicating that it
held very close to the specified five gallons, but
little, if any reserve.

Road Test..
RUBLE ROUSER (Russian) Ural..

Economy
Published figures claim 30 mpg out of the

Ural sidecar combination, but the overall average
delivered by our test machine was only 24.85
mpg (corrected for odometer error). Little doubt
exists that a 30 mpg figure is achievable, how-
ever, for emissions certification, the Russian
carburetors couldn't be used and machines
imported into the USA are subsequently fitted
with Mikuni carburetors by Ural America.

Off the shelf, the Mikuni carburetors are
fitted with 200 main jets, but application to the
Ural requires that they be jetted down to 180
mains. It was later learned that someone in the
shop had failed to change over the jets on our test
rig, which resulted in both the sooting up of the
spark plugs as well as the poor mileage.

Rain was encountered on the Washington
loop that day, and that showed that the rather low
windshield on both the motorcycle and sidecar
did not give adequate protection for either rider
or passenger. It was also noted that the tonneau
cover on the sidecar directed rain water (at least
when parked) into the sidecar via the metal
grommets that fit the cover around the wind-
shield supports.

Passenger comments were that the actual
ride and seating position in the sidecar were very
good, but entry and exit a bit awkward due to the
sidecar fender. In spite of the fact that the sidecar
body features a cut out section for entry access, it
takes some getting used to.

Behind the passenger seat is a storage area
with a hinged cover and latching mechanism.
Quite a bit of room is available for gear, in
addition to the tire pump that fits into clips on
the the body. Tools and spares simply lay on the
floor of the compartment, but there is also a
pouch on the rear of the passenger seat for items
like documents and extra spark plugs.

Fenders are for serious use with rubber mud
flaps added to those on the motorcycle. And
besides the fairing (which actually does quite
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good for what it is) the Ural comes with plastic
leg guards making it possible to leave off the
extra overpants on cooler mornings.

Standard motorcycle seats are of the solo
tractor saddle variety, with the double seat being
an optional item. The double seat probably looks
better, but it is something that gets uncomfort-
able by 50 to 75 miles into the day's ride.

Reportedly, the solo seats are even worse.

However, big mileage days are not what the
Ural is built for. If you want to pass all the traffic
and rack up 500 mile days, this is not the sidecar
rig for you. It is most at home on 200 mile (or
less) days of back road touring at 50 mph and
below. It's good for exploring dirt roads and jeep
trails while you and your passenger stop to get
out and stretch and enjoy the scenery or grab a
bit to eat. For days like that, it is fun.

A Final Glitch

The final morning came some 700 miles
into the test, when it was time to head back to
Ural America and return the machine.

Upon starting the engine, a terrible screech-
ing came from somewhere inside that sounded
like a bearing going out! It had given no hint of

anything like that going wrong the day
before. Hauling in the clutch seemed to help and
the engine was apparently okay with the clutch
in. But with the clutch out, more squeal. Squeal-
ing in first gear, a bit less in second, much less in
third and nice and quiet in fourth.

Out came the shop manual. The input
gearshaft uses ball bearings on the high-gear end
and roller bearing on low-gear end, which would
be suspect. The output shaft has ball bearings on
both ends. So, our bet was that the roller bearing
was what was suffering. We decided to park the
rig, call Ural America and have them come and
truck it back.

Gerend later confirmed my theory of the
roller bearing on the low gear end of the input

Road Test..
RUBLE ROUSER (Russian) Ural..

shaft failing. But what I would have thought to
be a faulty bearing was actually much more. It
was actually a manufacturing defect that

was, in effect, a bearing that had been
pressed into too small of a hole in the case. The
result being a distorted race that eventually gave
out. I also passed on the word that I felt that the
incorrect carburetor jets were being used and that
I'd had two sets of fouled plugs.

Gerend is very straight forward about the
Russians needing to learn how to upgrade manu-
facturing techniques and quality. And he's com-
mitted to working with the factory in achieving
that goal. Because he realizes that to stay in
business, you need to back up your product, your
dealers and your customers.

I think he's serious about doing that and
making things right. Perhaps that has something
to do with the Harley, Triumph, Norton and BSA
parked in his garage beside the Honda and the
Ural. First and foremost, he's a motorcyclist.

The Ural combo did very well on back roads.
The loaded rig was easy to maneuver and
chair lift in right turns didn't exist unless

purposely initiated by the rider.
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Road Test..
RUBLE ROUSER (Russian) Ural..

Valve cover and sparkplug access is good.
The cylinder guard with toe protector plate is

standard. Note the Mikuni carburetors.

Instruments are simple. The odometer and
trip meter read in kilometers.

The triangular knob is the steering damper.

Between the motorcycle and sidecar are the
reverse lever (round knob) and the parking

brake (triangular knob).

Sidecovers are plastic and detach easiily.
Note the "W" shaped kickstarter and the

automotive-looking air cleaner.

Our test bike
featured a

nice
assortment of
tools. About
the only item
not included

was a
jack to lift the

bike for
wheel

changes.
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A view on the chair
My opinion of the rig—now that I've had time

to think it all over—is that the Ural isn't yet a
serious outfit for the US market. Serious in this
context means something you'd want to take on a
trip somewhere, or use to commute to work every
day. I wouldn't recommend the combination to
anyone who would attempt to use it in place of a
contemporary motorcycle sidecar combo such as a
BMW/EML, a Honda / Heddingham, or even a
BMW/Ural. The sidecar itself is durable enough,
although crude, but the bike engine/drive-train just
isn't up to either the horsepower rating or durability
I think is a minimum threshold for traveling.

I'm not sure the Russians could produce a
genuine touring rig even if they wanted to. Even if
the Ural got an upgraded motor with say, 60 horses
or more, and better brakes, I suspect there would
still be nagging problems with stuff like electrics
and bearings and seals. Now that's not to say that
the current potential buyers will be disappointed.
Collectors who don't intend to ride it very far, and
antique buffs who will patiently fix anything for the
umpteenth time, will get their money's worth. But if
I had six grand burning a hole in my pocket for a
three-wheeler to actually use for getting to and from
rallies or making reasonably long-distance trips I'd
be more inclined to bolt up a Ural sidecar to a
veteran Beemer, or even a late oriental crotch-
rocket. My current rig could be duplicated for about
$5000.

However, if I were to improve the Ural ouffit,
I'd suggest a couple of items: 1. Reduce trail an-
other 20 or 30mm on the leading link to provide
easier steering. 2. Graft on a bigger front brake. 3.
Find a foam air cleaner element to replace the nylon
rope ant/ plastic bits. 4. Get the carbs tuned to the
engine. 5. Provide an optional Red Army paint
scheme, complete with stenciled numbers and text
and maybe a machine gun mount. Definitely use
the Ural marque in its authentic Cyrillic—nyet
English.
--David L. Hough

Road Test..
RUBLE ROUSER (Russian) Ural..

IMPROVEMENTS OF EXPORT MODELS AS
COMPARED TO DOMESTIC (RUSSIAN)
MODELS.
• Compression ratio of 8.5 instead of 7.0.
• 35.5 Horsepower instead of 32.0.
• Leading link (Earles) front fork Instead of conven-

tional fork.
• Special alloy pistons.
• Special alloy German rings made by Gotze instead

of inferior domestics.
• Cam designed for higher octane (89) gas instead of

low octane domestic gas.
• All parts pass 100% quality control, only the highest

quality parts are designated for the export models.
• The export engines are assembled in a separate shop

by the higher skilled staff.
• Parts that are purchased from suppliers (electric

equipment, tires, rubber-made parts) on export
versions bear the stamp of the producer.

• The coil for the export model has much better
insulation against moisture.

• More parts are chromed and higher quality is used
for erport models.

• Aluminum parts on export models receive a higher
quality finish.

• The export models receive better paint.
• All exports pass additional road tests in addition to

bench tests.
• Higher quality oil is used for initial bench and road

tests. The Russian oil is drained for shipping. They
are set-up for delivery in Seattle where high quality
oil is added.

• A larger set of better quality tools is enclosed with
each export motorcycle.

• Owner's operating manual, repair manual and parts
manuals in English are included with each motor-
cycle.

Buyer Beware!:
Dealers and retail buyers should beware of

some people who are purchasing the domestic
Russian versions of the Ural and offering them
for sale in the US. As you can see from the above
list, a US purchaser who ends up with the do-
mestic Russian version may not be very happy
with the purchase.
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Road Test..
RUBLE ROUSER (Russian) Ural..

Répairing a flat- nice to have a rig with all four wheels interchangeable! Rear axle pulls out to
left with clearance for removal. Tool kit had every thing needed except two 2x 4 pieces.

Photos by David Hough
Generator atop engine is gear driven.

Leading link front end worked very well with
the combo. Simple metal fairing and plastic

leg guards, provides protection, although the
windshield was a bit short.
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Road Test..
RUBLE ROUSER (Russian) Ural..

SPECIFICATIONS

ENGINE
type: air-cooled, four-stroke

size/layout: 649cc opposed twin

bore/stroke: 78mm x 68rnm

valves per cyl: two

comp. ratio: 8.5 : 1

carburetion. 2) 28mm Mikuni

DIMENSIONS
Wheelbase: 58.0 inches

ground clearance: 4.92 inches

seat height 33.0 inches

GVWR
wet weight 742.5 pounds

carry capacity: 606 pounds

SUSPENSION
front: leading link fork with dual shocks

rear: dual shocks with two preload settings

single shock and rubber cushions

BRAKES
front: double leading shoe

rear: single leading shoe

sidecar: single leading shoe

TIRES
front: 4:00-19 tube type

rear: 4:00-19 tube type

sidecar/spare: 4:00-19 tube type

ELECTRICS
battery: 12V/9AH

alt./gen: 150 Watt AC

headlight: 50/50W sealed beam

FUEL
capacity: 5.0 gallons including reserve

min. octane: 89+

av. mileage: 24.85 mpg

DRIVE TRAIN
transmission: four speed with reverse

final gear ratio:1.3

final drive: driveshaft

rpm at 65mph:5284

MISCELLANEOUS
instruments: speedometer

indicators: neutral, high-beam, generator,
turns

suggested price: $6295

warranty: 12 months, unlimited miles

colors: Russian Red, Bavarian Black
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Coming Events
January 21-22, 1995, Anyone wishing to join us for the annual bus tour from Milwaukeii, Wisconsin,

down to the big motorcycle show in C.hicago, Illinois, should contact: Allan Schultz, 530 W.
29455 Williams Way, Waukesha, WI call (414)968-2092 Central Time.

February 17-20, 1995, Brass Monkey Sidecar Rally, CA. West edgeof Needles, just off I-40, plenty
signs to direct you. Solo riders always welcome. Info: Jack Zollars, (805)942-7110. (805)945-
2397 office;

May 13, 1995, SSP, Forest Park Community College, St. Louis, Missouri. Info: Gene & Bonnie
Pettit, 1565 CentralParkway, Florissant, MO 63031. (314)838-7010.

June 27-29, 1995, USCA 1995 National Rally, at Eagle Flats Campground, Wisconsin Dells area.
Campground located at intersection of County Hwy "J" and "US Highway 12/16", aprox. 1/4 mi.
west of 1-90/94 exit number 65, about four miles NW of down too Wisconsin Dells.Info: Allen
Schultz, S 30 W 29455, Waukesha, WI 53188.

September 1-5, 1995, Three Flags Classic in Nogales, Sonora, Mexico. Entry fee $150, only two per
envelope. Mail in deadline, Jan. 14, 1995; 1995 Three Classic, P.O. Box 616, Cardif by the Sea,
CA 92007. Paul Rumpler (909)59379983.
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Classifieds
1st Time Ads
For Sale:
Watsonian GP w/body susp., tonneau, cony. Fit

any duplex frame, 4/5 point; also LH frame.
Hal Kendall, 711 Plainwood Dr., Houston, TX
77079, or call (713)493-5255.

California GS, less than 100 mi., brake, road
level control, black paint, set up for FXR H-D
but will fit most any machine.  first 750. Bill
Petitfils, 1916 West Ocean Front, Newport
Beach, CA 92663. (714)675-7405.

1978 Coupe Royale sidecar, black, hard or soft
top, gas tank, luggage rack, mag. wheel, gull
wing door, seats large adult +. Parriot Motors,
(707) 963-3190. $1,175. Glynn P. Richard,
P.O. Box 162, El Verano, CA 95433.

1991 California Friendship I with rag top,
mounts for 1200 Goldwing, two tone blue,
nice shape. $1700. Bob Wark, Rt. 1, Box 292,
Marietta, OH 45750. (614)374-4250.

For Sale or Trade:
1969 BMW R50/2, Earles Fk, sidecar frame,

whls, tires, & final dr. Fairing, 6-gal tnk, only
20K mi., $2875. 1975 Moto Guzzi 850T w/
1000cc eng, 3K on rebld, $2,200. Trades
consid. Carl, LA, day (318)6733767, eve.
(318)798-7717.

For Sale: Harley sidecar, 1988 TLE, 2 tone dark
red, photos avail. Luggage rack, custom
windscreens,storage dolly, low miles, very
good condition, $3,000.00. Tom Sandbakken,
711 W. Oak Ave., El Segundo, CA 90245-
2011. (310)322-4749 home, (714)255-5430

2nd Time Ads
For Sale:
1978 Goldwing with California Friendship I

sidecar. 62,000 mi. Excellent condition. Black,
with Vetter fairing and saddlebags. 9 gal. fuel
tank. $3,500/080. Rodger Greene, 3603 Ocean
Ct., Port Hueneme, CA 93040. (805)486-5121.

Harley-Davidson FLT w/ Motorvation Formula
II Ltd, lift front, tilt handle, 10 gal. gas tank,
three tops, CB/intercom, luggage rack, color
matched, new tires. Merle L. Loomer, W4884
White Oak Rd., Delavan, WI 53115. (414)
245-5230.

1981 BMW R100, $2,295.00. 1980 Velorex
sidecar, $600.00. Buddy Burbeck, 704 - 15th
St. No., Moorhead, MN 56560. (218)2336766.

FJ1200 with Sidebike 1990, 7,000 mi. new red
white blue paint, an outstanding professionally
maintained combination. $8,500.00. Bill
Petitfils, 1916 West Ocean Front, Newport
Beach, CA 92663. (714)675-7405.

178 GL1000, black, 20,000 mi., runs fine,
completely serviced, Velorex 700 chair, all
new tires, Vetter fairing, $2,500, reasonable
delivery considered, photos avail. Alan Booth,
2A Jonathan Rd., Burlington, MA 01803.
(617)272-5873.

TWO complete BMW sidecar combinations. 1-
R50 with original Steib TR-500 running gear
but restored body. Bike assembled but needs
engine repair. 1-R60 modified for VW engine
and electric start. Has modified S-501 hack.
Avon fairing included. Both for $4,000.00. All
or nothing and as is where is. Fred Maupin,
2625 Hillshire Drive, Deer Park, TX 77536.
(713)930-0749.

Wanted:
Leading link front end for 1984 GL1200 Honda.

Will consider all makes. Les Leach, 1191
Alamos Dr., Thousand Oaks, CA 91362.
(805)495-1105.

Reward for information to the acquisition of a
black and orange, RH, road racer. Sold in NW
states. 7 on # plates. I want to restore it for my
pilot. Tom Ridyard, 3311 E. Harvard St.,
Phoenix, AZ (602) 224-9553.
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Manufacturers & Services
Business Cards

Rates: $30/6 issues
USCA Members,  $50/

6 issues (one year),
non-members. Send
business card and

check (US funds only)
to: Advertising
Manager, Selma

Heaton-De Vos, 2208
S. Jefferson, Muncie,

IN 47302.
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Classified Form

DEADLINE ISSUE           .
09 Jan. 1995 Mar-Apr.1995
13 Mar. 1995 May-Jun.1995
08 May 1995 Jul-Aug. 1995
03 Jul. 1995 Sep-Oct.  1995
11 Sep.1995 Nov-Dec. 1995
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